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1. Introduction 
Many authors have investigated whether or not normality can be replaced by 
countable paracompactness’ in collectionwise Hausdorff (CWH) or collectionwise 
normal (CWN) results; generally the answer has been ‘yes’, although the proofs of 
positive results are often more complicated (see e.g. [22], [5], [6], [19], [20] and [2]). 
An interesting open question due independently to Arhangel’skii and Tall is the 
following: is every normal, locally compact, metacompact space paracompact? 
Watson has shown the answer is “yes” assuming V= L [22], and we have shown 
it to be “yes” if “metacompact” is strengthened to “boundedly metacompact” [7]. 
(See [l], [12], [13] for other assumptions under which the answer is “yes”.) There 
are no known counterexamples under any set-theoretic assumptions. It is well-known 
that to decide the question it suffices to decide whether every normal, locally compact 
metacompact space is CWN w.r.t. compact sets, or in fact whether every such space 
is CWH. There is also no known counterexample to Arhangel’skii’s and Tall’s 
* Work done while a postdoctoral fellow at University of Toronto. 
’ See the next section for definitions. 
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question if “normal” is weakened to “countably paracompact” (here “weakened” 
is appropriate since a normal (countably) metacompact space is countably paracom- 
pact). It is not surprising that it suffices to decide whether every countably paracom- 
pact, locally compact, metacompact space is CWN w.r.t. compact sets (or CWH), 
although the proof that this is the case is more difficult than in the ‘normal’ analogue 
and depends upon the fact that such spaces are the increasing union of countably 
many boundedly metacompact spaces; we include the proof of this fact in this 
paper. To prove this reduction we actually only need to show that every locally 
compact, boundedly metacompact space that is CWN w.r.t. compact sets is para- 
compact. 
This leads us to investigate under what conditions locally compact, boundedly 
metacompact spaces are CWN w.r.t. compact sets. It is often useful in trying to 
prove CWN (CWH) to proceed by induction on A, showing that if a space is 
<A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets (<A-CWH), then it is A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets 
(A-CWH). In [7] we showed every normal, locally compact, boundedly metacompact 
space is CWH (hence paracompact) in this manner. In trying to get the analogous 
result when “normal” is replaced by “countably paracompact”, we realized neither 
property is necessary to show that <A-CWH implies A-CWH for singular A; we 
thus show the following: if X is locally compact, boundedly metacompact, and 
<A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets for A singular, then X is A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets. 
The proof is an application of Fleissner’s notion of “sparse” sets. 
The problem thus lies with regular A; we do not have any absolute results for 
this case (unless, of course, the space is normal), but we show that the induction 
goes through for regular A in countably paracompact such spaces assuming V= L. 
Balogh later showed that assuming V= L, every countably paracompact, locally 
compact space is CWH, and hence every metacompact such space is paracompact 
[2]. Although this supercedes our L results, the techniques we develop and present 
here, due to their combinatorial nature, may be useful in determining whether these 
results are absolute. Also, they have led to further results: in [8] we show that 
countably paracompact, locally compact, boundedly metacompact spaces are para- 
compact, assuming PFA+( 1). 
Finally, it turns out that there is a perhaps unexpected relationship between 
countably paracompact, locally compact, boundedly metacompact spaces and count- 
ably paracompact, locally compact, screenable spaces: namely, we show that if all 
the former are CWH, then all the latter are paracompact (and thus the latter are 
paracompact assuming V= L, PFA+(l), etc.). In [3], Balogh shows in ZFC that all 
normal, locally compact, screenable spaces are paracompact. 
Local compactness is essential in the results on screenable spaces: Rudin has 
shown that assuming O++, a combinatorial principle which holds in L, there is a 
normal, screenable, nonparacompact space [17], and has pointed out that Wage’s 
machine for producing countably paracompact, nonnormal spaces from perfectly 
normal, noncollectionwise normal spaces [21] takes a non-CWH space to a screen- 
able space; so applying Wage’s machine to Bing’s example H [4] gives a countably 
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paracompact, screenable, nonnormal, non-CWH space [18]. (Note this is one setting 
in which countable paracompactness does not behave like normality.) 
2. Definitions 
We gather here the definitions of various concepts that have appeared in the 
introduction and will appear throughout this paper. 
A space X is: 
CWH (<A-CWH, A-CWH) provided that every closed discrete set (of size <A, 
of size <A) can be separated; 
C WN (C WN w.r. t. compact sets) provided that every discrete collection of closed 
(compact) sets can be separated; 
(countably) paracompact provided that every (countable) open cover has a locally 
finite open refinement; 
metacompact provided that every open cover has a point-finite open refinement; 
boundedly metacompact (n-boundedly metacompact) provided that every open 
cover has an open refinement of finite order (order n); 
screenable provided that every open cover has a u-disjoint open refinement. 
The following definitions are also needed: 
the character of a point x E X is the minimum cardinality of a base at x; 
the character of a set K c X is its character in the quotient space obtained by 
identifying K to a point. 
3. Paracompactness in countably paracompact, locally compact, metacompact spaces 
In this section we show that every countably paracompact, locally compact, 
(sub)metacompact space that is CWN w.r.t. compact sets is paracompact, and, 
therefore, if every countably paracompact, locally compact, (boundedly) metacom- 
pact space is CWH, then every such space is paracompact. Recall that if X is 
normal, locally compact, metacompact, and CWN w.r.t. compact sets, then X is 
paracompact. If we strengthen “metacompact” to “boundedly metacompact”, we 
can drop “normal” and still have a theorem of ZFC; it turns out that to prove the 
first result mentioned above, it suffices to prove the result for O-dimensional 
boundedly metacompact spaces. A couple of preliminary lemmas will prove useful. 
Lemma 3.1. If f: X + Y is perfect, X is O-dimensional, and Y is (n-) boundedly 
metacompact then X is (n-) boundedly metacompact. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis and suppose % is a cover of X by clopen sets. 
{ Y\f(X\l._J%‘): 021’~ [%I’“} is an open cover of Y, so let W be an open refinement 
of this collection of order n for some integer n. (We will simultaneously be taking 
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care of the case that Y is n-boundedly metacompact.) For each WE W, let %, E 
[%I’” be such that WC Y\f(X\l_lOUw); since each such Qu, is a finite collection 
of clopen sets, find a finite disjoint collection ‘V, of clopen sets which refines %‘Jw 
and is such that lJ Qw = U VW. V = {f -‘( W) n V: WE “u’ and VE ‘Irw} is an open 
refinement of % and has order n: suppose x E X is in n + 1 distinct elements of 7f, 
sayf~‘(W,)nV,,f~‘(W,)nV,,...,f-‘(W,)nV,.Sincef(x)En,,,+, W,,,,there 
must be two integers j, ks n + 1 such that W, = W,; since y. and V, belong to the 
disjoint collection Vw,, q = V,. This is a contradiction, so V must have order n, 
and so X is (n-) boundedly metacompact. 0 
(The hypothesis that X is O-dimensional is necessary-consider the disjoint union 
of the spaces I” for each n E w; it is not boundedly metacompact, yet the map that 
collapses each I” to a point is certainly perfect and gives a discrete space. This is 
not surprising in view of the work done by Fletcher, McCoy, and Slover [ 121 which 
demonstrates the intimate relationship between bounded metacompactness and finite 
dimension.) 
Another useful fact is due to Gruenhage and Michael [15]: 
The GM Lemma. Zf Y is an open cover of a regular space X by open sets with Lindeliif 
boundaries then there is a closed cover d = {A”: VE Y} of X such that Ay c V 
Corollary 3.2. If X is O-dimensional, locally compact, and boundedly metacompact, 
then X is n-boundedly metacompact for some n. 
Proof. If X is O-dimensional and V is an open cover of X by sets with compact 
closures, then there is a collection d as in the GM Lemma which consists of 
(compact) clopen sets. Thus if X is O-dimensional, boundedly metacompact, and 
locally compact, we can get a clopen, compact cover of X of order n for some 
integer n, by starting out with a cover by open sets with compact closures, refining 
it by an open cover of order n for some n, by the bounded metacompactness of X, 
and then applying the above observation. In [7], however, we showed that if a space 
can be covered by compact, clopen sets of order n, it is the perfect pre-image of an 
n-boundedly metacompact space, and so by Lemma 3.1 it is n-boundedly meta- 
compact. 0 
The last preliminary lemma is the following; 
Lemma 3.3. Zf X is O-dimensional, locally compact, boundedly metacompact, and 
A-C WN w.r. t. compact sets, then every open cover of X of size s A by sets with compact 
closures has a disjoint clopen re$nement. 
Proof. Suppose X is as in the hypothesis. By Corollary 3.2, let n E w be such that 
X is n-boundedly metacompact. Suppose % = { U,: LY <A} is an open cover of X 
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by sets with compact closures; without loss of generality, % consists of compact 
clopen sets and is of order n. First suppose n = 2. For each CY, let H, = U,\ IJpzu U,. 
{Ha. . a < A} is a discrete collection of compact sets, so let { V,: a < A} be a separation 
of this collection; since each H, is compact, there is a clopen set W, such that 
H, c W, c V,, so without loss of generality we may assume each V, is clopen, and 
V, c U,. Since 011 has order 2, 
{V,: a<A}u{U,n U,)\(V,u V,): a#p in A} 
is a disjoint open refinement of 021. Now suppose n > 2 and the lemma is true for 
(n - 1)-boundedly metacompact spaces. Again define %, = {Ha: a < A} and V, = 
{ V,: a < A} as above. Now suppose j < n - 1 and Hr and V, have been defined for 
each FE [A]“, kcj (here for k = 1 we are identifying H,,, with H, and V{_, with 
V,). For each ks j, let vk={V,: FE[A]~}. For FE[A]‘+‘, let Hr= 
{x E X: {o <A: x E U,} = F}\Ukcj (l.J “Ir,). Then {H,: FE [A]‘+‘} is a discrete col- 
lection of compact sets of size A, so let V,+,,, = { V,: FE [A]‘+‘} be a clopen separation 
of this collection with V, c natF U,. 
Now Ujcn_, (U Vj) is clopen in X: if x is not in this union, then 
n { U,\ IJ { V,: FE [{p: XE Up}lSnP’}: XE U,} is an open set containing x and 
missing this union, since 011 has order n and V’s refine the corresponding Us. Let 
Y = Ujc_,-, (IJ V,); Y is O-dimensional and covered by a collection of compact 
clopen sets of order n -1 (namely IJJsn_, Cu;), and hence is (n -I)-boundedly 
metacompact. By the induction hypothesis, IJJsn_, Vj has a disjoint clopen 
refinement, say W. Then %f u {naeF U,\ Y: FE [A]“} is a disjoint clopen refinement 
of 021. q 
Since every regular space is the perfect image of a O-dimensional space, it can 
be shown by modifying standard techniques and using the GM lemma that if X is 
locally compact, boundedly metacompact, and A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets, then X 
is A-paracompact w.r.t. open covers by sets with compact closures, i.e. every open 
cover of X of size <A by sets with compact closures has a locally finite open 
refinement (see [lo], section 5.11). 
Theorem 3.4. If X is locally compact, boundedly metacompact, and C WN w. r. t. compact 
sets, then X is paracompact; furthermore, if X is also O-dimensional, then it is 
ultraparacompact (every open cover has a disjoint open refinement). 
Proof. Assume X is as in the hypothesis; without loss of generality we may assume 
X is O-dimensional. Every open cover of X has an open refinement by sets with 
compact closures, and since X is A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets for each A, by Lemma 
3.3 such a refinement has a disjoint clopen refinement. Thus X is (ultra-) para- 
compact. 0 
We do not know whether bounded metacompactness can be weakened to meta- 
compactness in the above theorem. 
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To show every countably paracompact, locally compact, submetacompact space 
that is CWN w.r.t. compact sets is paracompact, we show that every such (O- 
dimensional) space is the increasing union of closed boundedly metacompact spaces, 
which are then paracompact by the previous theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. All countablyparacompact, locally compact, submetacompact spaces that 
are CWN w.r.t. compact sets are paracompact, 
Proof. Suppose X has all the properties mentioned in the hypothesis. Let f be a 
perfect map from a zero-dimensional space Y onto X. Then Y is countably paracom- 
pact, locally compact, submetacompact [6] and CWN w.r.t. compact sets. We 
proceed much as in the proof of the ‘normal’ analogue to this theorem. Let 011 be 
an open cover of Y by compact clopen sets, and let (V,,),,, be a sequence of open 
refinements of % such that for each x E X there is an n E w such that x is in only 
finitely many elements of Vn; using the GM Lemma we assume without loss of 
generality that the elements of each ‘Vn are compact clopen. For each VE v,, let 
H, = {x E V: there is no U E V,,\{ V} such that x E U}. {H,: VE vO} is a discrete 
collection of compact sets, and so we may let W,, = { WV: V E vO} be a clopen compact 
separation of this collection. Now continue on, much as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, 
by considering all the points that are in exactly two elements of V0 but not in IJ ‘%VO, 
etc. Repeat this process for each ‘V,,, and in this way, generate a u-disjoint cover 
of X by clopen compact sets, 92 = IJ,,,, 9?,,. For each n E w, let R, = IJ,,,=,, (LJ 92,,). 
Since the R,‘s form an increasing sequence of open sets with union Y, by one 
characterization of countable paracompactness [16], we may let F,, be a closed set 
such that F,, c R, and IJ,,,, F,“= Y. Note that each F, is a zero-dimensional space 
that can be covered by a collection of compact clopen sets of order n, and so F, is 
(n-) boundedly metacompact. By Theorem 3.4 each F,, is paracompact, and so by 
standard arguments, Y is paracompact. Since paracompactness is preserved by 
closed maps, X is paracompact. 0 
We now use a standard quotient argument to get: 
Theorem 3.6. If every countably paracompact, locally compact, (boundedly) metacom- 
pact space is CWH, then every such space is CWN w.r.t. compact sets (and hence, 
paracompact). 
Proof. Mimic the usual proof in which “normal” replaces “countably paracompact” 
by taking such a space X and a discrete collection of compact sets and collapsing 
each of these compact sets to a point. The resulting quotient space is also countably 
paracompact and metacompact by well-known results; an analysis of Theorem 6 in 
[7] shows that the natural quotient map resulting from collapsing a discrete collection 
of closed (not necessarily compact) sets preserves (n-) bounded metacompactness 
if the domain space is regular, so the hypothesis can be applied to the quotient 
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space to get a separation of the closed discrete set; bringing the separation back to 
the domain space gives a separation of the discrete collection. 0 
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 are well-known for the case where “normal” replaces 
“countably paracompact”. 
4. CWH-ness in countably paracompact, locally compact, boundedly metacompact 
spaces 
We now investigate the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6 by using two different 
approaches. First we show: 
Theorem 4.1. Zf X is locally compact, boundedly metacompact, and <A-CWN w.r,t. 
compact sets .for singular A, then X is A-C WN w.r. t. compact sets. 
Next we show that to decide whether the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6 is true, it 
suffices to decide it for O-dimensional 2-boundedly metacompact spaces. We then 
show that this gives a result on countably paracompact, locally compact, screenable 
spaces. Fleissner’s notion of sparseness can be used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
As the proof is quite technical, we make it easier for the reader by first presenting 
some definitions and results that are useful for the proof. including a character 
reduction lemma. 
The following definition and theorem are from [ 111: 
Definition. Suppose Y = X is a closed discrete set of cardinality A > cf A. Identify 
Y with A and let (A,,: CY < cf A) be an increasing continuous sequence of cardinals 
cofinal in A, with A0 2 cf A, w2. Y is sparse provided for each continuous increasing 
sequence (A,: a < cf A) such that A, = A, IAcT = A,, and lJn A, = A, there is a 
neighborhood assignment %! to the points of Y such that for each (Y, 
I’._J{~(P):PE&~~A]=A,. 
Sparse Set Theorem. Zf Y is sparse and <A-separated, then Y is separated. 
It is easy to change the definition of “sparse” to the following to have the above 
theorem still hold: 
Definition. Suppose Y c X is a closed discrete set of cardinality A > cf A. Identify 
Y with A. Y is sparse provided that there is a continuous increasing sequence of 
infinite cardinals cofinal in A, (A,, : (Y < cf A), such that for each continuous increasing 
sequence (A ,: (Y <cf A) with A, c A, iA,/ = A,, and lJ, A, = A, there is a neighbor- 
hood assignment 021 to the points of Y such that for each cr, IIJ { U(p): p E A,} n A] = 
A a’ 
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The following ‘character reducing’ lemma implies that if X is O-dimensional, 
locally compact, and metacompact, and H is an unseparated discrete collection of 
compact sets in X of size A, then there is a closed Y c X and an unseparated 
discrete collection of compact sets in Y of size A, each element of which has character 
A; if X is boundedly metacompact, then so is Y. In later proofs that use this lemma 
we will need to see how Y is constructed, and so we state the lemma in greater 
generality. We will use the following notations and definitions: 
Suppose X is a space and % = {U,: (Y < K} is a collection of open sets. For each 
XEX, let F”={cx<K:xE Urn}. For (Y#@ in K and XEX, call F” a min setfora, 
/3 iff {a, p} c F” and there is no y E X such that {q p} c FY $ F”. Let A (A) = A u 
l._. {Fy: y E X and there are q j? in A such that FY is a min set for LY, p}, for each 
cardinal A. For each cardinal As K, let Z(h)={y~x: FYc A(A)}, and for each 
(Y <A let Gk = {y E Z(A): FY = {a}}. 
Lemma 4.2 (Character Reducing Lemma). Suppose X is a space, 92 = {C,: (Y < A} is 
a discrete collection of compact sets in X, and % = {U,: LY < K} is a point Jinite cover 
of X by clopen, compact sets such that for each CY E A, C, c U, and zf p E K\{(Y), 
canup=@. ThenforeachASK 
(a) Z(A) is a closed subspace of X containing %, and {Gi: LY <A} is a discrete 
collection of compact sets in Z(A) such that for each a <A, {( U,\IJ,,, U,) n 
Z(A): FE [A(A)\{a}]‘“} is a basefor G ^ , inZ(A), andsoG”, hascharacter <IA(A)1 
in Z(A); 
(b) A(A) has cardinality A; 
(c) {Gh,: CY <A} cannot be separated in Z(A) if {C,: LY <A} cannot be separated 
in X. 
Proof. Suppose X, Vi’, and 3 are as in the lemma. 
(a) Z(A) is closed since zEZ(A)iffF’&A(A)iffn,..= U,nZ(A)=0; IJ%c 
Z(A) since for each (Y < A and XE C,, F” = {a} and (Y E A (A). It is easy to check 
that {G”,: LY < A} is a discrete collection of closed sets in Z(A), and since Gt is a 
subset of U,, G”, is compact. 
We now show that {( Ua\IJvEr U,,)nZ(A): F~[A(h)\{cy}]<~} is a base for G”, 
in Z(A). By way of contradiction, suppose U is open in Z(A), contains G”,, and 
for each FE[A(A)\{(Y}]<~, zF~(U,\(lJytF U,u U))nZ(A). Let A= 
{zr: FE [A(A)\(a)]‘“}; A is a compact subset of (U,\ U) n Z(A), and for each 
xEAwemayleta,EA(A)\{cr}suchthatxE U,,, since otherwise F” = {a} in which 
case x E G, c U. Since A is compact, there must be a finite subset of {a,: x E A}, 
call it F, such that { U,: p E F} covers A, but then zF is an element of A not covered 
by this collection, a contradiction. 
Clearly it follows that each GA, has character <iA (A)1 in Z(A). 
(b) It suffices to show that for each (Y # p in A, r!e,p = {F’: y E X and FY is a min 
set for (Y, p} is finite, since for each y E X, F’ is finite. Since 011 is point-finite, 
tn ytFr U,: x E X and F” is a min set for CY, /3} is an open cover of U, n UP, a 
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compact set. Let {x,: js k} c X be such that each F”J is a min set for LY, p, and 
if7 yEFr, U,: j< k} covers U, n UP (ke w). Suppose y E Upa,,\IJj<k F”!, and let 
y E X be such that FY is a min set for (Y, /3 and y E F”‘. But since there must be a 
j s k such that y E n,, F\r U,, F”) 5 F’, contradicting the fact that FY is a min set 
for ff, p. 
(c) Suppose %={Gi: a <A} can be separated in Z(A). For each LY <A let 
F, E [A(A)\(a)]<” be such that {( Uu\UytF, U,) nZ(A): a <A} is a separation of 
% in Z(A). We claim that this collection is a separation of 9, and therefore of %, 
in X. On the contrary, suppose p E ( UCL\L._JYE F, U,) n ( U, \lJ,, F. U,) for some (Y f p 
in A. Since {(u, p} c F”, we may let y E X such that F’ is a min set for cr, /3 and 
F” c FP. Now y E Z(A), and since FP n (F, u Fp) = 0, FY n (F, u Fp) = 0, which 
means y is also in this intersection, a contradiction. 0 
Note in the proof of (c) the essential use of the min sets to reflect in Z(A) the 
intersection properties in X of the cover. 
If X, %?, and 021 are as in Lemma 4.2, let Y(A) denote the space obtained from 
Z(A) by collapsing each G”, to a point, denoted by gi. Then {g^,: LY < A} is a closed 
discrete set in Y(A) that cannot be separated in X, and if q is the natural quotient 
map, each g^, has {q((U,\U,,, U,)nZ(A)): FE[A(A)\{~}]<” as a local basis; 
in particular, each gi has character CA in Y(A). 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we use Lemma 3.1 to assume without loss of generality 
that our spaces are O-dimensional, thus n-boundedly metacompact by Corollary 
3.2, and then proceed by induction on n. Lemma 3.3 is useful in the inductive step. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose N is locally compact, boundedly metacompact, and 
<A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets for singular A. Let f: X + IV be perfect for some 
O-dimensional X. Then X is locally compact; X is boundedly metacompact by 
Lemma 3.1, and in fact n-boundedly metacompact for some n by Corollary 3.2; in 
[9] we showed that CWN w.r.t. compact sets is preserved in the inverse image 
direction by perfect maps, and the same proof shows this is true for <A-CWN w.r.t. 
compact sets-thus X is <A-CWN w.r.t. 
Suppose Ce = {C, : a < A} is a discrete collection of compact sets in X. Using the 
GM Lemma, there is a collection %= {U,: a < K} of clopen compact sets of order 
n covering X such that for each CY < A, C, c U, and if p E ~\{a}, then C, n Up = 8. 
Using the notation preceding and following the Character Reducing Lemma, denote 
A(A) by A, Z(A) by Z, each G”, by G,, Y(A) by Y, and each g^, by g,. Let 
G = {g,: (Y <A}. Recall that for each (Y, { Ua\uYiF U,: FE [A\{a}]‘“} is a base at 
G, (and that the quotient images of these sets give a base at gu). Let (A,: (Y < cf A) 
be a sequence of cardinals increasing up to A, A,, 3 w. First suppose n = 2. We show 
that G is sparse in Y. Suppose (A,: a < cf A) is a continuous increasing sequence 
such that IAal = A,, Ua A, = A. It suffices to show that for each (Y < cf A, 
IU {q( U,): p E A,}n GI = A,. Suppose not, and let B c A be such that A, = B, 
A, < IBI <A, and {gP: p E B}c U {q( U,): p E A,}. Now {go: p E II} can be separated 
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in Y (since { GP: p E B} is a discrete collection of <A compact sets in X and thus 
can be separated). So for each p E B, let FP E [Alcw be such that 
{q(UP\UyEFp U,): P E B} is a separation of {go: PE B}. Let p E 
B\(A, u U {Fp: P E A}). Since p E B, let 6 E A, be such that q( u,\IJ,,,, U,,) n 
q(K) # 0. Since q( Q\UytFp u,) n 4 h\UyEFa U,,) = 0 and % is of order 2, we 
must have that /3 E F,, a contradiction. So G is sparse and <A-separated, and thus 
by Fleissner’s Sparse Set Theorem, G can be separated in Y, and thus 9E can be 
separated in X. 
Now suppose that n > 2 and all spaces that are O-dimensional, (n - I)-boundedly 
metacompact, locally compact, and <A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets are A-CWN w.r.t. 
compact sets. Our goal is to show Z is 2-boundedly metacompact. 
Let Z’={zEZ: I{a!EA: ZE U,}Jcn-1). Z’ ’ IS (n - 1)-boundedly metacompact, 
hence by the inductive assumption it is A-CWN. By Lemma 3.3, {U, AZ’: (Y E A} 
has a disjoint open refinement, so let {V,: a E A} be a collection of open sets in Z 
such that {V, n Z’: a E A} is such a refinement, with each V, c U,. Now {V,: a E 
+d_Jpt~ Up: FE[AI”). IS an open cover of Z by sets with compact closures, so 
using the GM Lemma we may assume without loss of generality that each V, is 
compact clopen. Let g be a 1-l function from A onto A, and for each LY <A, let 
u:, = usca, and V; = Vgca,. For each LY < cf A, let A,,, = A,; given A,,,, let A, ,,+, = 
u{p: there are y, 6 in A,,, 
?A,,,,u,<a 
such that Vb n V\ n Vi # 0}; let ‘A, = 
A,. Let us show that IA,J = A, for each a. Suppose y, 6 E A. Since 
V;n VL is a compact subset of Z\Z’, it can meet only finitely many elements of 
UJBFF U, : F E [A I”}, as this is a disjoint open cover of Z\Z’, say {n,, F, Up : j < k}. 
If /3 is such that there is an element, say x, in V&n V\n Vi, then Vkn Vg n 
naEFt U, f 0 and so F” = F; for some js k; furthermore, x E V,,,, = UKcp,, and so 
p E gP’(UiGk Fi). From this it follows that lAal = A, for each (Y, and so {V& n Z’: /3 E 
A,}, a discrete collection of compact sets in Z (and thus in X) of size <A, can be 
separated in Z; let { W,: p E A,} be such a separation by clopen sets, W, c Vb. We 
claim that { W,: p E A} has order 2. Suppose not, and let p, y, S E A and z E Z be 
such that ZE W, n W, n W,; let (Y(P), a(r), a(8)EcfA be such that /SEA,, 
y E A,(,,,, 6 E Aec8,; without loss of generality, assume m(p) < n(y) < ~(8); let n(P), 
n(r) E w be such that PEA,,,,,,,(P), YE &(y).n(y); but then P, YE &(v),n(vl+n(BJ 
(since A,, = A, m for 4 s e), and so S E AecYl, a contradiction. Note that for each 
FE [Al”, fiF Uh\UaEF We misses each W,. Thus {Wp:p~A}u 
tn atF u&\ueF W,: FE [A]“} is a clopen compact of Z of order 2, and so Z is 
2-boundedly metacompact. We have already seen that this means that {G,: (Y < A} 
can be separated in Z, and thus % can be separated in X. 
Thus X is A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets, and it is easy to check that this implies 
N is A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets. 0 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, it was sufficient to prove the result for O-dimensional, 
2-boundedly metacompact spaces. By using similar techniques the following can be 
proved: 
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Lemma 4.3. If every O-dimensional, countably paracompact, locally compact, 2- 
boundedly metacompact space is CWH, then every countably paracompact, locally 
compact, boundedly metacompact space is C WH (and hence paracompact). 
Sketch of proof. Assume the hypothesis and suppose X is O-dimensional, countably 
paracompact, locally compact, and boundedly metacompact; X is n-boundedly 
metacompact for some n by Corollary 3.2; if n = 2, X is CWH, so let us assume 
n > 2. Let us also assume that we have shown that A is a cardinal such that every 
O-dimensional countably paracompact, locally compact, boundedly metacompact 
space is <A-CWH (and thus <A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets) and that every O- 
dimensional, locally compact, (n - I)-boundedly metacompact space is A-CWH 
(and thus A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets). If A is singular, then by Theorem 4.1 X is 
A-CWH, but even if A is regular, A < w, we can proceed exactly as in the case n > 2 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to show that X is A-CWH (let A, = a for each (Y 2 w); 
since X is regular, it is w-CWH. Thus we have the conclusion for every such 
O-dimensional space, and hence every such O-dimensional space is CWN w.r.t. 
compact sets. It is now easy to check that if Y is the perfect image of such a 
O-dimensional space, then Y is CWN w.r.t. compact sets; thus the conclusion of 
Lemma 4.3 holds. 0 
It turns out that this lemma provides us with a result for countably paracompact, 
locally compact, screenable spaces: 
Theorem 4.4. If every O-dimensional countably paracompact, locally compact, 2- 
boundedly metacompact space is CWH, then every countable paracompact, locally 
compact, screenable space is paracompact. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis and suppose that X is a countably paracompact, 
locally compact, screenable space; without loss of generality assume X is O- 
dimensional. Let 3 be an open cover of X by compact, clopen sets, and let 
y = U,,,, W;, be a o-disjoint open refinement; by the GM Lemma, we may assume 
that the elements of each ?f,, are compact clopen. As in Theorem 3.5, let R, = 
kJ,Sn(IJYM), and let F, be closed such that F, c R, and Uncw F,“= X. Each F,, 
is (n-) boundedly metacompact, hence paracompact by the last lemma, hence X is 
paracompact. 0 
5. On countably paracompact, locally compact, 2-houndedly metacompact spaces 
It may be a theorem of ZFC that all countably paracompact, locally compact, 
2-boundedly metacompact spaces are CWH (hence paracompact), but we have only 
been able to show that this is true assuming V= L, that such spaces are <c-CWH 
assuming MA+lCH, and that various strengthenings of MA,, imply that such 
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spaces are CWH (and thus that every countably paracompact, locally compact, 
screenable space is paracompact). To avoid burdening the reader with the additional 
technicalities of the results involving MA and its strengthenings, these will be 
presented in [8]; here we present the V= L result. We need the following result of 
Watson’s [22]: 
Assuming 0 for stationary systems, if X is countably paracompact and <A-CWH 
for A regular, then X is A-CWH for sets whose points have character <A. 
Theorem 5.1 (V= L). If X is countably paracompact, locally compact, and (2-) 
boundedly metacompact, then X is C WH (hence paracompact). 
Proof. Since every space satisfying the conditions of the hypothesis is w-CWH, let 
A be the least uncountable cardinal such that every such space is <A-CWH (hence 
<A-CWN w.r.t. compact sets) but there is such a O-dimensional space, call it X, 
that is not A-CWH. Then by the Character Reducing Lemma (see the remarks 
following it) there is such a space Y with an unseparated closed discrete set, say 
G={g a: (Y <A}, each point of which has character <A. If A is regular, however, 
Watson’s result implies that G can be separated in Y (since V= L implies 0 for 
stationary systems) but if A is singular, Theorem 4.1 implies that G can be separated 
in Y. We have a contradiction, so every such O-dimensional space must be CWH, 
hence paracompact, and thus 0-dimensionality can be removed to get the statement 
of the theorem. 0 
Corollary ( V = L). Every countably paracompact, locally compact screenable space is 
paracompact. 
The combinatorial nature of our approach to the problems studied in this paper 
can be made even more obvious by noting that all zero-dimensional, locally compact, 
metacompact spaces are perfect pre-images of subspaces of Pixley-Roy spaces on 
cardinals given the co-finite topology (see [7]). In particular, such 2-boundedly 
metacompact spaces are perfect pre-images of subspaces of the following types of 
spaces X: 
Let A be a cardinal and +‘c [A12. Let X = A up be topologized as follows: the 
points of 4 are isolated, and for each LY E A and FE [A\{c*}]<“, a basic open set 
about cz is %((Y, F) = {a}u {{a, p} ~4: /3 g F} (this corresponds to the open set 
K\U PtF U, about G, in the Character Reducing Lemma, etc.). 
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